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Abstract— In cloud-based radio access networks, remote radio1

units and central baseband units are connected by fronthaul2

links, which are commonly assumed to be error-free. However,3

especially for wireless millimeter wave fronthaul links, this4

might be challenging to achieve, as they face a more unreliable5

environment than the conventionally used fiber links. In this6

paper, we hence aim to mitigate the impact of imperfect fronthaul7

links. For this, we propose the concept of joint radio access and8

fronthaul reception, which considers to recover the transmitted9

messages correctly at the centralized baseband unit, rather than10

to ensure a nearly perfect fronthaul transmission in between.11

Based on the Bayesian minimum mean square error criterion,12

we develop a joint access and fronthaul estimation scheme13

that can be utilized for various signals transported over the14

fronthaul, including in-phase/quadrature phase (I/Q) samples,15

soft-bits, synchronization, and reference signals. In addition,16

we develop an approximated variant of the scheme to reduced17

complexity, and an iterative extension to further improve the18

performance. We demonstrate that our scheme can operate under19

less reliable fronthaul than conventional approaches by numerical20

simulation for different signals, and show that our method can21

be implemented in a parallel architecture to achieve a reasonable22

computational complexity.23

Index Terms— Cloud radio access network, fronthaul, CPRI,24

MMSE estimation, reliability.25

I. INTRODUCTION26

TO MEET the ever-increasing traffic demand in mobile27

networks, the concept of Cloud Radio Access Net-28

works (C-RANs) has been proposed as a future network29

architecture [1], and has since received a lot of attention both30

in industry and academia [2]–[4]. By centralizing baseband31

processing, the C-RAN concept promises increased spectral32

efficiency by enabling joint processing such as coordinated33

multi point (CoMP) [5], to increase cost- and energy-efficiency34

through the utilization of statistical multiplexing and econ-35

omy of scale, and to reduce the physical size of the radio36

access points. A detailed study about the current progress37

and challenges in C-RAN can be found in [4]. One of38

those challenges is that the C-RAN architecture requires a39
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fronthaul (FH) network to forward baseband samples from 40

remote radio heads (RRHs) to central baseband units (BBUs) 41

and vice versa. Currently, the most widely used FH interface is 42

the Common Public Radio Interface (CPRI) [6]. CPRI employs 43

the forwarding of digitized baseband samples, for which the 44

FH needs to fulfill very challenging requirements. These 45

include a very low latency of a few hundred microseconds, 46

a very high capacity of up to 10 Gbps per cell, and a very 47

high reliability with a bit error rate (BER) of less than 10−12. 48

The most widely used technology employed for FH today 49

is fiber, as it offers a high data rate due to the large available 50

bandwidth in the optical domain as well as a high reliability. 51

However, a fiber network has to be either deployed by the 52

operators themselves, which requires extensive civil work and 53

the acquisition of rights-of-way, or leased from third parties. 54

Both options can be quite expensive and hence threaten to 55

nullify the cost savings expected from the C-RAN architecture. 56

Several methods have been proposed to reduce the require- 57

ments of the FH in terms of data rate. First, compression 58

schemes have been introduced to reduce the redundancy 59

included in the radio signal of a single cell [7]–[9]. 60

Furthermore, the authors Park et al. and Zhou et al. have 61

published several works on compression schemes exploiting 62

the correlation among signals from several cells or antennas 63

under a rate limited FH. Overviews of their works can be 64

found in [10] and [11], respectively. Recently, the introduction 65

of different so-called functional splits has received a lot of 66

attention [12]–[16], and is under consideration for standard- 67

ization, including IEEE 1914.1 Next Generation Fronthaul 68

Interface Working Group [17] and the CPRI consortium’s 69

eCPRI standard [6]. The idea behind the functional splits is to 70

perform a part of the baseband processing at the RRHs. The 71

benefit of this is that redundancy embedded in the signals 72

(e.g., guard carriers, cyclic prefix) can be removed before 73

being transported on the FH, and that the different logical 74

channel (e.g., data, reference, synchronization channel) can 75

be either already be processed at the RRH, or forwarded 76

separately. 77

On the other hand, the use of millimeter wave (mmWave) 78

technologies has been proposed to provide a cheaper and easier 79

to deploy option for FH [15], [18], [19]. While mmWave 80

links cannot cover large distances, the V- and E-Bands, 81

approximately located between 40 and 90 GHz, offer enough 82

bandwidth to transport multi-Gbps data rates and are hence 83

promising candidates for the "last mile" FH in small cell 84

networks. Cost studies have shown that mmWave technology 85

is advantageous compared to fiber in certain scenarios [20]. 86

The main disadvantage of mmWave technology compared to 87

fiber is their lower reliability inherent to their wireless nature. 88
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Fig. 1. General system model.

Additionally, mmWave links have to deal with varying channel89

conditions, as especially the V-band frequencies are severely90

attenuated by precipitation [21]. Reliability in wireless links91

is commonly achieved by either using robust modulation and92

coding schemes (MCSs), or by designing the link budget with93

a sufficient margin. However, the former increases the com-94

plexity in FH transceivers and reduces the effective throughput,95

while the latter increases energy consumption or limits the96

maximum achievable range. In this paper, we hence aim to97

improve uplink performance without having to employ these98

conventional approaches (although our method can be used in99

combination with the former two).100

The main problem to be addressed in this work is how to101

recover the original RAN signal received at the RRH from102

the potentially unreliable FH signal received at the BBU. This103

introduction of an erroneous FH is in contrast to the above104

works [1]–[15], which all consider an (almost) error-free FH.105

The conventional way of designing the fronthaul link is to map106

the observation of the RAN channel at the RRH into a binary107

bit sequence which is modulated and forwarded over the FH.108

The task of the receiver at the BBU link then consists of109

two stages. During the initial stage, the receiver aims to110

recover the quantized observation of the RAN channel, while111

the task of the subsequent stage is to retrieve the informa-112

tion transmitted over the RAN channel. As the quantized113

observation is used as the true observation for performing114

the second task, a highly reliable FH link is conventionally115

required to ensure the performance of the second stage. By116

enabling joint reception at the centralized BBU, the reliability117

can be significantly loosened, but this requires an adaption of118

the receiver. For this, we derive a joint estimation scheme119

for RAN and FH based on the Bayesian minimum mean120

square error (MMSE) criterion to produce an MSE-optimal121

estimate of the original wireless RAN signal by including soft122

information of the potentially unreliable FH signal.123

Several of our earlier works followed similar ideas but were124

specialized on certain applications. In [22], we proposed a125

belief propagation method to forward soft information from126

a FH receiver to the RAN receiver to improve the bit-error127

rate (BER) in the uplink. In [23], we followed a similar128

approach but incorporated the more general channel informa-129

tion of the FH BER into the RAN receiver. As we found that130

the design of the quantizer used for A/D conversion has a131

very strong impact on the overall performance, this approach132

was extended in [24] to include a quantizer optimization. All133

these methods have in common that they include information134

of the FH signals quality into the estimation of the RAN135

signal. However, these previous approaches were specifically136

designed for the data channel of the RAN links, i.e. they 137

focused on improved demodulation and decoding; yet the 138

FH also has to transport other signals like the synchroniza- 139

tion channels or reference symbols. Hence, in this work we 140

introduce a more general approach that can be employed for 141

the fronthauling of arbitrary uplink signals. To the best of 142

our knowledge, this principle of joint reception has not been 143

applied to FH networks so far. 144

The contributions of this work can hence be summa- 145

rized as follows: 1) we introduce the concept of joint RAN 146

and FH reception, which does not aim for near-perfect 147

FH transmission, but rather targets end-to-end performance, 148

2) we adopt the Bayesian MMSE criterion to systematically 149

design the joint reception for different types of signals, 150

including I/Q samples, log-likelihood ratios (LLRs), synchro- 151

nization sequences, and reference symbols, 3) we develop 152

a low-complexity approximation of receiver and an iterative 153

extension for improved performance, 4) we evaluate numer- 154

ically how the MMSE approach is superior to conventional 155

approaches as it can operate under less reliable FH condi- 156

tions, and 5) we analyze the computational complexity of 157

the approach and provide an architecture that allows a highly 158

parallel implementation and, while scaling exponentially with 159

the number of quantization bits, requires only linear latency. 160

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We will 161

first introduce a system model for a digital FH, and use 162

it to describe the proposed joint reception in comparison 163

to conventional hard-detection, disjoint receivers in Sec. II. 164

We then derive variants for different signals, as well as the 165

reduced-complexity and iterative variants in Sec. III. We will 166

then analyze the performance regarding different metrics and 167

use cases in Sec. IV., and discuss the complexity of the 168

proposed solution in Sec. V. before giving our conclusions 169

in Sec. VI. 170

II. SYSTEM MODEL 171

To describe the proposed concept, we use a discrete-time 172

baseband model of a single uplink of a mobile network 173

depicted in Fig. 1. We first describe the transmission chain 174

without FH, which will be detailed further below. In general, 175

we denote vectors as x, matrices as X , and their entries as x .1 176

xF = F(x) represents the Fourier transform of x, and x̂ an 177

estimate of x . We use p(·) to denote probability distributions, 178

and E[·] to denote the expected value. 179

1We have skipped indices for the elements of vectors/matrices for the most
part of the paper, as we do not require to differentiate between the entries for
most signals. The only exception will be the quantization indices described
later.
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A. Transmitter and Radio Access Channel180

In Fig. 1, user data in the form of a bit sequence u is181

digitally modulated in the user equipment (UE) to a vector of182

symbols x with elements x according to a modulation scheme183

of order M . The symbols x are sent over the RAN channel and184

a distorted version x′ is received. In Fig. 1, the RAN channel185

is given as an Rayleigh fading channel with additive white186

Gaussian noise (AWGN), so187

x′ = H x + nR AN , (1)188

with the entries of H having a Rayleigh-distributed amplitude189

and uniformly distributed phase, and nR AN ∼ CN (0, σ 2
R AN ).2190

Note that we implicitly assume that a cyclic prefix of sufficient191

length is used, so the frequency domain channel matrix HF is192

a diagonal matrix with entries hF . For H being the identity193

matrix, the channel becomes an AWGN channel, which will194

also serve as an illustrative example throughout the paper.195

However, our receiver is in principle applicable to any channel196

model as long as the transition probability p(x ′|x) is known197

or can be estimated.198

B. Remote Radio Head Processing and Fronthaul Channel199

Each of the received symbols x ′ is analog-to-digital con-200

verted by sampling and quantization. As we use a dis-201

crete time model, we focus on the quantization. For this,202

an index q is chosen from a set of indices q ∈ I =203

{0, . . . , i, . . . , 2B − 1} according to a set of thresholds204

T = {t0 = −∞, t1, . . . , ti , . . . , t2B−1, t2B = ∞}:205

q := i |i ∈ I , ti ≤ x ′ < ti+1, (2)206

with B being the quantizer’s resolution in bits. Please note that207

we differentiate in notation between the current realization of208

the index, q , and the general representation of all possible209

indices, i .210

For complex-valued symbols, the I- and Q- component are211

quantized separately. In practice, the codebook indices are dig-212

itally represented as a sequence of bits i = [i1, . . . , ib, . . . iB ]213

of length B . For each index i there exists an entry from214

a codebook C = {c0, . . . , ci , c2B−1}, which represents the215

quantized amplitude value. Thus, the quantized value has216

three representations: the (decimal) index q , its binary rep-217

resentation [q1, . . . , qB], and its quantized amplitude cq . Note218

that while this approach seems to be similar to the well-219

known scheme of quantize-and-forward (see, e.g. [25]–[27]),220

our work differs in how quantization is modeled. For quantize-221

and-forward, a quantizer is represented as a mapping directly222

from x ′ to cq . However, to digitally forward the sample,223

it needs to be represented by a binary sequence first, which is224

transmitted over the FH, and is only at the receiver mapped225

back to its codebook entry. This digital forwarding is used in226

practical deployments of C-RAN for several reasons. First, the227

digital forwarding enables the multiplexing of additional data228

such as monitoring information or control signaling. Second,229

it can enable a packet-based forwarding, which in turn makes230

it possible to multiplex several data streams from different231

2Note that this can be easily extended to include inter-symbol interference
by making x a vector and h a (channel-) matrix.

RRHs, and to utilize routers and switches for a more flexible 232

FH network. As such, our approach could more appropriately 233

be called “digitize-and-forward”. 234

The design of the quantization codebook is a challenge 235

on its own and several works have focused on optimizing 236

them according to their statistics (e.g., [28], [29]). However, 237

uniform and linear codebooks are commonly used in practice, 238

as they are easier to implement, and because a real-time 239

optimization according to signal statistics is difficult to employ 240

in practice. Nevertheless, our work is applicable to any form of 241

codebook. 242

The bit sequence [q1, . . . , qB ] is next digitally modulated 243

for FH transmission to one or multiple symbols y and sent over 244

the wireless FH channel and received as y ′. Please note that, 245

according to the quantizer resolution B and the modulation 246

scheme used on the FH, each bit sequence can be modulated 247

to one or multiple symbols y. Hence, we write yb to indicate 248

the symbol resulting from the modulation of the b-th bit of q . 249

In Fig. 1 we use an AWGN channel as an example, for 250

which the received FH symbols are given as y ′ = y + nF H 251

with nF H ∼ CN (0, σ 2
F H ). Similar to the RAN channel, 252

any other channel model can be applied if the transition 253

probability p(y ′|y) is known or can be estimated. However, 254

both for fiber and mmWave FH links, AWGN is an appropriate 255

model in most cases, as both are static setups and mmWave 256

FH links are usually line of sight links with almost no multi- 257

path propagation due to the highly directive antennas required 258

to overcome the high pathloss. 259

C. Conventional Baseband Unit Processing 260

In the following, we first describe the conventional FH 261

receiver before introducing our proposed MMSE receiver in 262

the next section. Conventional systems use an ad-hoc approach 263

of simply reversing the processing performed at the transmitter 264

to recover the sample amplitudes. The received FH symbols y ′
b 265

can be soft demodulated by calculating the log-likelihood 266

ratios (LLRs) based on conditional probabilities: 267

L(qb) = log

(
p(qb = 0|y ′

b)

p(qb = 1|y ′
b)

)
(3) 268

= log

(
p(y ′

b|qb = 0)

p(y ′
b|qb = 1)

)
if p(qb = 0) = p(qb = 1) 269

(4) 270

However, based on the values of L, hard decisions have to 271

be made to reconstruct the codebook index q ′. This index 272

is demapped according to the codebook C to reconstruct the 273

amplitudes x̃ :=cq ′ . These amplitudes ideally should corre- 274

spond to the amplitudes x ′ received at the RRH. However, they 275

are distorted both by quantization noise and bit flips between 276

q and q ′ caused by the FH transmission. These additional bit- 277

flips are not considered in conventional receivers and give rise 278

in the joint receiver that will be discussed later. 279

Next, we assume that a part of the symbols x are used 280

as reference symbols that are known at the receiver. The 281

channel is hence at the receiver estimated from these 282

reference symbols using frequency domain channel 283
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estimation:284

ĤF =
(

diag(xH
F ) diag xF + σ 2

RAN

E[h2] I

)−1

diag(x̃H
F ) diag(x̃F )285

(5)286

We assume that the reference symbols are being sent time-287

multiplexed in a block with the data symbols x, where half288

of the symbols are reference symbols, and that the channel is289

constant for the duration of the whole block.290

Next, the signal is equalized, e.g. using a frequency-domain291

MMSE equalizer:292

x′′ = F−1

⎛
⎝

(
Ĥ H

F ĤF + σ 2
R AN

E[x2] I

)−1

Ĥ H
F x̃F

⎞
⎠ , (6)293

with I being the identity matrix. In case of multiple receive294

antennas, the signal from each antenna is equalized separately295

and then equal gain combining is utilized to combine the296

separate streams into a single signal. The amplitudes x ′′ are297

finally soft demodulated to receive the user bits u′.298

III. A JOINT ACCESS AND FRONTHAUL MMSE RECEIVER299

As mentioned above, the conventional method does not300

consider any FH errors and hence works well when the FH can301

be made (nearly) error-free; however, as explained in the302

introduction this comes at a considerable cost in energy, com-303

plexity, or coding overhead. Also, the ultimate goal is not to304

make the FH error-free, but to ensure end-to-end performance.305

Hence, any distortion of the FH channel can be seen as part of306

the joint end-to-end channel. Since the RAN receiver is already307

designed to deal with distortions on the RAN channel, the308

same mechanisms can be applied to a joint RAN/ FH channel.309

However, this requires an adaption of the receiver in order to310

consider the specific structure of the joint RAN/ FH channel,311

and to be able to forward reliability information on the FH.312

The conventional method described above processes the313

FH and RAN signals disjointly, although the former is basi-314

cally a digital representation of the latter, thereby introducing315

two disadvantages. First, the soft demodulation of the FH sig-316

nal y ′ gives us reliability information on the bits of q ′ in form317

of the conditional probabilities p(qb|y ′
b). However, this soft318

information is discarded, because the codebook demapping319

requires a hard-defined bit sequence q ′ to be demapped to320

an amplitude x̃ = cq ′ . Discarding the soft information on321

q ′ can be expected to lead to a degradation and it would322

therefore be beneficial to preserve it in some way. Second,323

the soft demodulation of any symbol in general and of y ′
324

in particular typically assumes an equal distribution of the325

bits 0 and 1 as indicated in Eq. (4). However, when using a326

uniform linear quantizer, the distribution of the indexes q will327

follow the distribution of x ′, which for most RAN channels328

will not be uniform (e.g., Gaussian for an AWGN/Rayleigh329

channels). As the distribution of x ′ can either be calculated330

based on general parameters like the SNR, or can be measured,331

this information should also help to improve performance.332

To exploit these properties, we combine the demodulation of333

the FH and the codebook demapping into one joint estimation334

Fig. 2. Advanced receiver that combines the soft information of the
FH receiver with the codebook demapping.

step, which is depicted in Fig. 2. We produce a weighted 335

average of all possible codebook indices, with the weights 336

being derived from the FH channel transition probabilities. 337

This follows the Bayesian principle of the minimum mean 338

square error estimator (see, e.g., [30]) to minimize the differ- 339

ence between the originally received signal x ′ and its version 340

after the FH transmission x̃ , i.e. E
[
(x ′ − x̃)2|y ′]. We chose 341

the MSE as optimization metric as we want to utilize the 342

same joint receiver not only for encoded user data, but also 343

for synchronization sequences and references symbols used 344

for channel estimation. For these, we consider the MSE to be 345

an appropriately universal metric. For the MMSE estimator, 346

we have derived several variants, which differ either in the 347

complexity involved, or the use case. These variants are 348

discussed in the following subsections. 349

A. General Variant 350

Following the general result for the Bayesian MMSE esti- 351

mator [30], we can calculate an estimated symbol x̂ as: 352

x̂ = arg min
x̃

E
[
(x ′ − x̃)2|y ′] (7) 353

= E[x ′|y ′] (8) 354

=
∫

x ′
x ′ p(x ′|y ′) dx ′ (9) 355

=
∫

x ′
x ′ p(x ′)p(y ′|x ′)

p(y ′)
dx ′ (10) 356

=
∫

x ′ x ′ p(x ′)p(y ′|x ′) dx ′∫
x ′ p(x ′)p(y ′|x ′) dx ′ (11) 357

=
∫

x ′ x ′ ∑
x p(x)p(x ′|x)p(y ′|x ′) dx ′∫

x ′
∑

x p(x)p(x ′|x)p(y ′|x ′) dx ′ (12) 358

=
∫

x ′ x ′ ∑
x p(x)p(x ′|x)

∏
b p(y ′

b|qb) dx ′∫
x ′

∑
x p(x)p(x ′|x)

∏
b p(y ′

b|qb) dx ′ . (13) 359

Eq. (8) is the Bayesian MMSE estimator according to [30], 360

Eq. (9) is the definition of the expected value, Eq. (10) results 361

from Bayes’ theorem, Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) result from the 362

law of total probabilities, and Eq. (13) results from the fact that 363

all bits qb of a codebook index q at the quantizer output are 364

independently modulated and transmitted. The probabilities 365

p(x ′|x) and p(y ′
b|qb) represent the channel transition probabil- 366

ities and depend on the RAN and FH channel models, as well 367

as on the used modulation scheme. By making use of this 368

joint RAN/ FH estimation, the proposed receiver can operate 369

at a lower FH SNR, i.e. reliability, which will be discussed 370

in Sec. IV. 371

The calculations above face the practical challenge of 372

evaluating integrals over channel transition probabilities in 373
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real time. An example for the closed-form integral of an374

AWGN channel is given in the appendix. However, the inte-375

grals might not be available in closed form or the channel376

model might not be known at all. Hence, to mitigate the377

complexity of the implementation, a simplified version can378

be utilized, which is described in the next subsection.379

B. Simplified Variant380

Instead of calculating the expected value of the continuous381

output of the RAN channel x ′, we can calculate the expected382

value of the quantized version of it, following similar deriva-383

tions as in Eqs. (9)-(12):384

x̂ = E[cq |y ′] =
2B−1∑
i=0

ci p(q = i |y ′) (14)385

=
2B−1∑
i=0

ci
p(i)p(y ′|i)

p(y ′)
(15)386

=
∑2B−1

i=0 ci p(i)p(y ′|i)∑
i p(i)p(y ′|i) (16)387

=
∑2B−1

i=0 ci p(i)
∏

b p(y ′
b|ib)∑

i p(i)
∏

b p(y ′
b|ib)

, (17)388

with389

p(i) =
ti+1∫
ti

p(x ′) dx ′ =
∑

x

p(x)

ti+1∫
ti

p(x ′|x)dx ′. (18)390

As can be seen, the main difference to the general variant391

is that the integrals have been replaced with sums over all392

possible quantizer outputs. The latter equation again requires393

the evaluation of an integral. To further simplify the scheme,394

the probability p(i) can simply be observed at the RRH,395

i.e. by counting the occurrences of each i over a time interval396

in which the channel can be expected to be constant (e.g., over397

the channel’s coherence time) and forwarding this information398

along with the data signal. This also removes the need to399

know an exact model for the RAN channel. Knowledge400

of the FH channel is still required for the calculation of401

p(y ′
b|ib). From the equations above we can see now that –402

as we mentioned earlier – any model can be applied for both403

channels as long as the transition probabilities p(x ′|x) and404

p(y ′
b|ib) are known or can be measured, which makes the405

approach quite versatile. Exemplary closed-form equations for406

the case of AWGN and Rayleigh channels are given in the407

appendix. We would like to note that the proposed receiver408

can also operate in combinations with an encoded FH. In that409

case, the FH transition probabilities would be provided by a410

soft-output FH decoder.411

To illustrate the difference between the joint receiver and412

a conventional disjoint receiver, Fig. 3 shows the probability413

density functions (PDFs)3 of x ′, the digitized version cq ,414

the conventional, hard-decision x̃ = cq ′ , and the improved415

x̂ for a 4 bit quantizer, and an AWGN FH channel with416

3Pleas not that the discrete variable cq and x̃ in fact exhibit probability
mass functions (PMFs). For better illustration the PDFs have been scaled to
approximately match the PMFs.

Fig. 3. PDFs of different signals: the received symbols at the RRH (x ′, blue),
their digitized representation (cq , black), the received symbols after the FH
using a conventional receiver (x̃ = cq′ , green) and the proposed receiver
(x̂ , red).

SNRFH = 3 dB. Fig. 3a gives the distributions for a Rayleigh 417

RAN, and Fig. 3b for an AWGN RAN channel, both with 418

SNRRAN = 5 dB. The distribution p(x) are of (bimodal) 419

Gaussian shape, with the distribution of cq being a discretized 420

version of them. The distribution of p(x̃) is also discrete, 421

and additionally exhibits some characteristic side-lobes. These 422

side-lobes are a results of bit flips between q and q ′, which 423

shift the main lobes around ±1. A more detailed discussion on 424

this can be found in [24]. The distribution p(x̂) also exhibits 425

peaks at the values of C . However, they are smoothed and the 426

side-lobes are visibly suppressed by including the knowledge 427

the original distribution of x ′. 428

C. Soft-Bit Variant 429

As described in the introduction, it can be beneficial for 430

C-RAN networks to perform a part of the baseband 431

processing already at the RRH to reduce the FH 432

requirements [12]–[16]. One option for this is to perform 433

all steps up unto demodulation at the RRH. In this case, 434

quantized soft-bits instead of amplitude values are transmitted 435

over the FH. Our baseband model can be modified to reflect 436

this by moving the RAN demodulator to the RRH in front 437

of the quantizer as depicted in Fig. 4. The soft-bits are 438

defined as: 439

λ(x ′) = tanh

(
1

2
log

(
p(x ′|x = −1)

p(x ′|x = +1)

))
. (19) 440
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Fig. 4. System model for soft-bit fronthauling with exemplary AWGN channels.

Fig. 5. PDFs of different signals for soft-bit fronthauling: the soft-bits at the
RRH (λ, blue), their digitized representation (cq , black), the soft-bits symbols
after the FH using a conventional receiver (λ′ = cq′ , green) and the proposed

receiver (λ̂, red).

The probabilities p(x ′|x) are typically calculated by the441

demodulator assuming a Gaussian distribution of x ′, i.e. an442

AWGN channel. Eq. (17) can now be applied to the soft-bit443

signal without modification with λ̂ replacing x̂ . The difference444

is that a different codebook C will be used as λ is always445

bounded by [−1,+1], and that the distribution of the quantizer446

output is now given as:447

p(i) =
ti+1∫
ti

p(λ′) dλ =
∑

x

p(x)

ti+1∫
ti

p(λ′|x) dλ. (20)448

A closed-form equation for AWGN channels and BPSK modu-449

lation is given in the appendix. Fig. 5 shows the distribution of450

cq , λ, λ′ and λ̂ for an AWGN channel and BPSK modulation.451

Similar to Fig. 3, the distribution p(λ̂) is a smoothed version of452

the discrete distribution p(λ′). After the estimation at the BBU453

receiver, the soft-bits λ̂ can be fed into a soft-input decoder454

for further processing.455

D. Iterative Variant: Feedback From the Decoder456

The calculation in Eq. (13) and Eq. (18) contain the457

a-priori information of p(x). Usually, we can assume that all458

modulation symbols are equally distributed, i.e. p(x) = 1/M .459

However, we can also utilize this a-priori information for an460

iterative scheme in connection with a soft decoder to further461

improve performance, which is depicted in Fig. 6. Soft-output462

decoders (see, e.g., [31]) calculate both the probabilities for463

each of the original bits and for the encoded bits u. As we464

are usually interested in the original bits, the information of465

the encoded bits is usually not used. However, we can utilize466

the bit probabilities in a soft symbol mapper and feed the467

resulting symbol probabilities back into the receiver to use468

Fig. 6. Iterative variant: the decoder soft-output is fed forward to modify
the distribution p(i).

as a-priori information for p(x). Thus, instead of using the 469

expected probabilities p(x), we can use the decoder result 470

to have an a-priori probability for each individual symbol x . 471

With this new information, the MMSE symbol calculation 472

can be performed again and the soft-symbols again decoded. 473

This process can be iterated for several times to improve 474

reliability. As we will show in Sec. IV-C, these iterations can 475

further increase performance. However, it can be used only in 476

combination with encoded bit data, i.e. not for synchronization 477

or reference signals. In addition, the iterative approach is not 478

directly applicable to the Rayleigh RAN channel, as for this 479

case the distribution p(x ′|x) is similar for all x due to the 480

random phase rotation (compare Fig. 3). Hence, the weighting 481

with p(x) does not provide benefits. 482

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 483

In this section, we look at the improvements that the 484

proposed joint receiver and its variants offer compared to 485

the conventional, disjoint scheme. This will include the MSE, 486

the mutual information, end-to-end BERs, the missed detection 487

probability on a synchronization channel, and the channel 488

estimation error. 489

To obtain theoretic results for all of these metrics, it would 490

be necessary to calculate probability distribution parameterized 491

by x̂ in some form (see e.g. p(x̂ |x) in Eq. (21)). However, we 492

found this to be analytically intractable, as the sum in Eq. (17) 493

leads to a convolution of distributions, and the product leads 494

to a distribution that requires the evaluation of the Meyer-G- 495

function [32], [33], which can only be evaluated numerically. 496

Therefore, we evaluate all metrics in this section by means of 497

Monte-Carlo simulation. 498

A. Mean Square Error (MSE) 499

We first discuss the impact of the proposed scheme on the 500

MSE, which the Bayesian approach is intended to minimize. 501

Fig. 7 shows the MSE for AWGN RAN and FH channels 502

of different SNRs. Clearly, the MMSE receiver exhibits a 503

lower MSE for all values, or – conversely – offers the same 504
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Fig. 7. Mean square error for conventional receiver E
[
(x ′ − x̃)2

]
(blue) and

using the proposed MMSE receiver E
[
(x ′ − x̂)2

]
in the general (green) and

simplified (red) variant for different RAN and FH SNRs.

performance at a lower SNRFH. Furthermore, it can be noted505

that the gain is larger for lower values of SNRFH, whereas506

for high values of SNRFH, the performance of the joint507

receiver converges to that of the conventional one. This can be508

expected, as for high values of SNRFH the FH is very reliable,509

and hence there is little difference between the conventional510

hard decision and the MMSE approach. Furthermore, it can511

be seen from Fig. 7 that there is only a negligible difference512

in performance between the simplified receiver with reduced513

complexity introduced in Sec. III-B, and the general variant514

in Sec. III-A.515

B. Mutual Information516

As discussed above, the MSE on the FH is improved as517

expected. However, the overall aim of the proposed joint518

receiver is to improve end-to-end communication, i.e. across519

both RAN and FH channel. In mobile networks, forward error520

correcting codes (FECs) are utilized to improve end-to-end521

performance. As the performance depends on the type of code522

used and the actual implementation, we first investigate the523

mutual information, which is independent of the FEC used.524

The end-to-end mutual information for our model is defined as:525

I (x; x̂) =
∑
x,x̂

p(x)p(x̂|x) log2

(
p(x̂ |x)∑

x p(x)p(x̂|x)

)
. (21)526

Fig. 8 shows the mutual information for BPSK, B = 6 bit,527

and AWGN channels of different SNRs. As can be seen, the528

proposed receiver yields gains of up to 1.5 dB. Again, the529

gains decrease for high values of SNRFH. Also, the mutual530

information flattens out for high values of SNRFH, as for these531

values it is limited by the RAN channel. For the highest value532

of SNRRAN, the mutual information is limited to 1 bps/Hz due533

to the chosen modulation scheme of BPSK.534

It again can be seen that there is only a negligible difference535

between the simplified receiver and the general variant. Since536

Fig. 8. Mutual information for conventional receiver I (x; x̃) (blue) and
using the proposed MMSE receiver I (x; x̂) in the general (green) and
simplified (red) variant for different RAN and FH SNRs.

the variant with reduced complexity is of higher practical 537

relevance, and since it offers good performance both in the 538

FH MSE and the end-to-end mutual information, all other 539

results for the joint receiver in this section are for the sim- 540

plified variant. We would like to note that small differences in 541

performance were observed for very low quantizer resolutions, 542

e.g. 1 or 2 bits, as in these cases the difference between x ′ and 543

cq is large due to the high quantization noise. However, such 544

low resolutions are unrealistic for real-life networks, where 545

resolutions of up to 15 bits are used [12]. 546

C. End-to-End BER 547

As the mutual information is a theoretic measure, which 548

may not fully reflect the performance in practically imple- 549

mented systems, we next investigate the end-to-end BER when 550

using an FEC. This will indicate the benefit of our receiver 551

for a data channel, i.e. for transmitting encoded user data. 552

For this, we added an encoder before the RAN modulator 553

and a decoder after the RAN demodulator. The FEC utilized 554

was the turbo code specified for LTE [34], including a rate 555

matching module, which can adapt the code rate by puncturing 556

and repetition. The proposed receiver should be especially 557

beneficial in combination with a turbo decoder, as the latter 558

makes use of soft input. 559

For comparison, we also include results for a decode- 560

and-forward scheme (DF), in which all baseband processing 561

including decoding is performed at the RRH, and the decoded 562

bits u′ are sent over the (unreliable) FH. 563

Fig. 9 depicts the end-to-end BER for QPSK, a code rate 564

of 1/3, a quantizer resolution of B = 6 bits, and an AWGN 565

RAN channel with different values of SNRRAN. The number of 566

uncoded RAN bits simulated was approximately 107. We also 567

assume perfect channel knowledge, i.e. ĤF = HF , as the 568

channel estimation error is treated separately in Sec. IV-E. 569

As can be seen in the figure, the proposed receiver performs 570

better than the conventional one for all of values SNRRAN. 571
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Fig. 9. BER for 4-QAM and AWGN RAN channels with different SNRs. Note that the green lines overlap for the most part.

Fig. 10. BER using amplitude fronthauling (top) and soft-bit fronthauling (bottom) for Rayleigh RAN channels, two receive antennas, and different modulation
schemes. Note that the green lines overlap.

However, the gain decreases along with SNRRAN. Similar to572

the conversion observed in the mutual information, the reason573

lies in the SNRFH. For smaller values of SNRRAN, the waterfall574

region occurs at a higher SNRFH. As the improved receiver575

mitigates the imperfect FH, the benefit of the gets smaller as576

the SNRFH gets large.577

Additionally, an error floor is visible for SNRRAN = −1 dB.578

In this case, the RAN channel limits the end-to-end per-579

formance, such that an increase of SNRFH cannot improve580

performance beyond the RAN channel’s limits. A similar error581

floor can be expected for the other SNRs as well; however,582

they are too low to be seen from the number of simulated583

bits. In comparison to the DF-scheme, we observe that the584

performance of DF depends only on SNRFH. In fact, the585

curves correspond to the expected BER of an uncoded 4-QAM586

transmission. This indicates that the FH is the bottleneck here:587

all bits can be correctly decoded at the RRH, but new errors588

are added by the unreliable FH. With the proposed schemes,589

the data is decoded at the BBU, hence it is still protected on the590

FH link. For high values of SNRFH, the RAN becomes again 591

the bottleneck and DF shows a comparable performance. 592

To further illustrate the benefits of our proposed scheme 593

for different parameters, Fig. 10 shows the BER when using a 594

Rayleigh-fading RAN channel, 2 uncorrelated receive antennas 595

with equal gain combining, the power delay profile of the 596

extended typical urban (ETU) model [35], assuming perfect 597

channel state information (CSI), an SNRRAN of 10 dB, and a 598

quantizer resolution of B = 6 bits. The top plot shows the 599

BER for a system employing amplitude forwarding, while 600

the bottom plot for utilizing the soft-bit variant. Similar to 601

the AWGN case, considerable gains can be observed for the 602

proposed receiver. The main difference between the amplitude 603

and soft-bit variants is that the overall performance is consid- 604

erably higher for the soft-bit case, indicating that in general, 605

soft-bit fronthauling can be beneficial in terms of the end-to- 606

end BER. 607

Finally, Fig. 11 shows the performance increase of the 608

iterative scheme introduced in Sec. III-D for the AWGN RAN. 609
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Fig. 11. BER for iterative and non-iterative receiver for AWGN RAN channel.

For this we compare its BER performance for I/Q fronthauling610

with different modulation schemes, turbo encoding with611

rate 1/3 and different number of iterations. The number of612

iterations is given as a x b, with a indicating the number of613

iterations in the turbo decoder, while b is the number of joint614

detection iterations. Hence, ax1 indicates the non-iterative615

scheme with a regular turbo iterations but only one pass616

through the joint detection step and no feedback. The product617

a ·b indicates the number of total turbo decoder iterations and618

can be used to fairly compare the complexity of the iterative619

and non-iterative scheme. As can be seen the joint detection620

iterations achieve gains of up to 0.4 dB for 4x3 iterations621

(resulting in a total of 12 turbo decoder iterations) compared622

to performing 12 regular turbo iterations. An increase to623

12x3 (36 decoder iterations) results in an only minimal624

additional gain. No gains are observed for 4-QAM and in625

case of 4x3 iterations even a small decrease is in evidence.626

This is a result of the specific structure of the system. The627

improvements of the iterative scheme rely on the fact, that628

correcting a bit error in the decoder impacts on the received629

amplitude x̂ of another bit. However, for 4-QAM each bit630

is mapped to exactly one (I- or Q-) amplitude. Hence a631

corrected bit error has no impact on other symbols and can632

hence not correct additional errors in a second decoder pass.633

As a consequence, the iterative scheme can yield benefits only634

when utilizing higher-order modulation schemes on the RAN.635

In addition, we found that again gains can only be observed636

for high SNR RAN channels in combination with low SNR637

FH channels.638

D. Detection Probability of Synchronization Signals639

Apart from user data, the FH also has to transport other640

forms of RAN signals, e.g. for RAN synchronization or641

as reference symbols to estimate the RAN channel. As we642

indicated in the introduction the proposed joint receiver can643

be applied to arbitrary signals, which we will demonstrate in644

this section for LTE’s physical radio access channel (PRACH).645

The main task of the PRACH is to estimate the timing646

advance of UEs as compared to the BBU. Due to the prop-647

agation time of the uplink radio signal, the UEs and BBUs648

are initially not aligned in time. At the beginning of a trans-649

mission, the UEs therefore send a specialized PRACH signal.650

It is composed of a so-called Zadoff-Chu (ZC) sequence [36],651

which is family of complex-valued, zero-autocorrelation, con-652

stant amplitude sequences. Due to their favorable correlation653

Fig. 12. Missed detection probability for the PRACH using the conven-
tional (blue) and proposed receiver (red) for an AWGN and for a Rayleigh
fading channel.

characteristics, they can be used to measure the timing advance 654

of the UE by cross-correlation. A more detail description of 655

the PRACH and timing advance measurement can be found 656

in [37]. The main difference of such a signal compared to the 657

data signals is that it is not chosen from a fixed set of symbols 658

according to a modulation scheme. Instead, it is a sequence of 659

symbols with varying phase. Also, it is not encoded with an 660

FEC, but the shape of the signal is known at the receiver and 661

we merely want to locate the sequence in the noisy received 662

signal. Hence, it has a fundamentally different structure and 663

purpose than a data signal, and we use it to indicate that our 664

proposed receiver is not limited to encoded and modulated 665

signals. In our system model from Fig. 1, the symbols x 666

would now be the ZC-sequence, and the equalizer and RAN 667

demodulator would be replaced by a timing advance estimator. 668

In general, the PRACH signal first has to be detected by 669

the BBU, for which the correlation peak has to surpass a 670

certain threshold compared to the noise floor. Second, the 671

measured timing advance must be within a certain range of 672

the true timing advance. The requirements of LTE for this 673

are defined in [35]. If the distortion of the signal is too 674

high, the peak will either not be recognized at all, or a 675

wrong peak will be detected, leading to a wrongly estimated 676

timing advance. These events are summarized as a “missed 677

detection”. Both the RAN and the FH channel contribute to the 678

distortion of the signal. With the use of the advanced receiver, 679
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Fig. 13. Impact of channel estimation error for SNRRAN = 10 dB.

the distortion of the FH channel can be partly mitigated680

by performing the MMSE estimation on the amplitudes of681

the sampled ZC-signal. Fig. 12 shows the probability of a682

missed detection Pmissed for the improved as well as for the683

conventional receiver, using an AWGN RAN channel with684

SNRRAN = −10 dB, as well using a Rayleigh channel with685

SNRRAN = 0 dB, 270 Hz carrier frequency offset, 70 Hz686

maximum Doppler frequency and the power delay profile of687

the ETU channel [35]. Also, for the Rayleigh channel we used688

two uncorrelated receive antennas with equal gain combining689

at the receiver and perfect channel knowledge. The quantizer690

resolution is B = 6 bits.691

As can be seen from Fig. 12, the joint MMSE receiver692

achieves a considerable performance gain compared to the693

conventional one for both channel models. The error floor694

present for the Rayleigh channel case is a typical effect695

inherent to the used ZC-sequence in combination with a carrier696

frequency offset, which is discussed in detail in [38].697

E. Impact of Channel Estimation Error698

The previous results assumed perfect channel knowledge,699

i.e. ĤF = HF . However, if utilizing the amplitude splits,700

Fig. 14. Hardware architecture for a low-latency implementation of the
proposed receiver.

TABLE I

COMPLEXITY OF THE ADVANCED RECEIVER

the reference signals used for estimation will be quantized 701

and sent through the imperfect FH link along with the data 702

symbols. In the BBU, the reference symbols will be utilized 703

for channel estimation according to Eq. (5). Since the reference 704

symbols are subject to the FH errors, the channel estimation 705

will be erroneous as well. However, the joint receiver will also 706

partially mitigate the FH errors, as the reference symbols can 707

be processed in the same fashion as data symbols according 708

to Eq. (17). Fig. 13a shows the normalized channel estimation 709

error both for utilizing the conventional and joint MMSE 710

receivers. The figure illustrates that in general an imperfect FH 711

increases the channel estimation error; yet the error is lower 712

when utilizing the joint MMSE receiver. Fig. 13b shows the 713

impact of the imperfectly estimated channel on the overall 714

BER performance in comparison with the case of perfect 715

channel knowledge. As can be seen the channel estimation 716

error reduces performance for both the case of the conventional 717

and the joint receiver. However, the joint receiver still provides 718

a gain, as it is beneficial both for the transmission of reference 719

symbols and for data symbols. As the gain is almost equal in 720

both cases, we can deduce that in the given operating range, 721

the errors on the user data caused by the FH are the limiting 722

factor over the channel estimation error. 723

V. COMPLEXITY 724

The proposed joint receiver requires additional processing as 725

compared to the conventional hard-decision receiver. A higher 726

computational complexity is of disadvantage as it increases 727

energy consumption and latency. Since the proposed receiver 728

is located in the BBU, energy consumption is less critical than 729

it would be in mobile devices due to their limited power supply 730

by batteries. Latency, however, is very critical because C-RAN 731

puts tight constraints on the maximum latency introduced 732

by FH, as we indicated in the introduction. 733
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Fig. 15. Details of the hardware architecture.

In Table I, we summarized both the complexity and the734

latency in terms of floating point additions and multiplications735

to calculate Eq. (17). We did not include the calculation of736

the input probabilities p(yb|ib) and p(i), as the former is737

also required for the conventional receiver and the latter can738

be simply measured as discussed in Sec. III. The considered739

hardware architecture is depicted in Fig. 14, with a detailed740

view of the product and sum blocks depicted in Fig. 15a. The741

complexity is exponential in B; however, the more critical742

latency is only linear/ logarithmic in B , meaning that even for743

high resolution quantizers, the calculations can be performed744

in short time. The low latency can be achieved, since most of745

the operations can be performed in parallel at the cost of a746

higher hardware complexity.747

To further reduce the complexity, it is possible to reuse748

results within the product blocks calculating all possible749

p(y ′|i), which is shown for B = 4 bits in Fig. 15b. The750

complexity here is only 24 multiplications (compared to 48751

in Fig. 15a) at the same latency of 2 multiplications. Similar752

optimization can be done for all numbers of B . The results753

are illustrated in Fig. 16, which shows the total number754

Fig. 16. Computational complexity in number of multiplications and
additions for the non-optimized (green) and optimized (red) architecture.

of additions and multiplication for the optimized and not 755

optimized case. As can be seen, the number of multiplications 756

is reduced by up to 70 % (note the logarithmic scale) by this 757

optimization. 758

The iterative scheme in Sec. III-D scales the latency with 759

the number of iterations and adds complexity in terms of 760

the feedback loop. However, since it offers only a small 761

performance gain, the non-iterative variant seems the more 762

efficient choice. 763

VI. CONCLUSION 764

FH links are an integral part of any C-RAN system. 765

However, in current approaches, RAN and FH signals are 766

processed separately, thereby requiring the FH to be nearly 767

error-free in order to not impact performance. Accordingly, 768

the current systems are not designed to deal with unreliable 769

FH technologies like mmWave wireless links, yet those could 770

enable more cost-efficient deployments. In this work, we 771

have shown how to deal with a reduced FH reliability by 772

a joint design of access and fronthaul. For this, we have 773

developed a joint RAN/ FH receiver that performs MMSE 774

estimation utilizing both soft information from the FH link 775

as well as statistical information of the RAN signal in order 776

to improve end-to-end performance. This receiver can be 777

applied to arbitrary signals, including user data transmission 778

using either amplitude-based or soft-bit based fronthauling, 779

synchronization signal, or reference signal fronthauling. For 780

all use cases the proposed joint receiver offers an improved 781

performance over the conventional hard-decision implementa- 782

tion. The performance gain depends on the fronthaul channel’s 783

quality and is especially pronounced when the FH channel 784

exhibits a low SNR. Hence, it is most suitable for wireless 785

FH links which suffer from reduced reliability as compared 786

to fiber. As the proposed receiver increases the computational 787

complexity compared to the conventional approach, we have 788

developed a simplified version, which can be implemented 789

highly parallel, ensuring a low latency, which is critical in 790

context of cloud radio access networks. An iterative extension 791

of the proposed receiver can be beneficial in case of an 792

AWGN RAN channel and higher order modulation schemes. 793
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In summary, the proposed receiver not only promises an794

improved performance in theory, but with our investigation795

of relevant applications and on how to handle the increased796

complexity, we are confident that it can also be implemented797

in practice.798

APPENDIX799

PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS800

The proposed receiver utilizes the conditional probabilities801

p(x ′|x) to calculate the MMSE estimator. In this appendix we802

give the required distributions and integrals for the AWGN803

and Rayleigh RAN case, as well as for soft-bit fronthauling.804

A. Amplitude Forwarding and AWGN RAN Channel805

For BPSK and AWGN channels on both the RAN and FH806

we have the channel transition probabilities:807

p(x ′|x = ±1) = 1√
2πσ 2

R AN

exp

(
− (±1 − x ′)2

2σ 2
R AN

)
, (22)808

and809

p(y ′
b|ib = 1

0 ) = 1√
2πσ 2

F H

exp

(
− (±1 − y ′

b)
2

2σ 2
F H

)
, (23)810

where ib = 1
0 denotes the two cases of ib being either one or811

zero.812

The general MMSE estimator was given in Eq. (13) as:813

x̂ =
∫

x ′ x ′ ∑
x p(x)p(x ′|x)

∏
b p(y ′

b|qb(x ′)) dx ′∫
x ′

∑
x p(x)p(x ′|x)

∏
b p(y ′

b|qb(x ′)) dx ′ , (24)814

where we have now written qb(x ′) to indicate that qb is815

a function of x ′. Within the decision thresholds of a given816

index i , we have qb(x ′) = ib ∀ x ′ ∈ [ti , ti+1]. Hence, we can817

reformulate the integral as a sum of integrals over the decision818

regions:819

x̂ =
∑

i∈I
∑

x p(x)
∏

b p(y ′
b|ib)

∫ ti+1
ti

x ′ p(x ′|x) dx ′
∑

i∈I
∑

x p(x)
∏

b p(y ′
b|ib)

∫ ti+1
ti

p(x ′|x) dx ′ (25)820

The integral in the nominator of Eq. (25) is given as:821

∫ ti+1

ti
x ′ p(x ′|x = ±1) dx ′ = 1

2

[
∓ erfc

⎛
⎝ x ′ − 1√

2σ 2
R AN

⎞
⎠822

−
√

2σ 2
R AN

π
exp

(
− (±1 − x ′)2

2σ 2
R AN

)]ti+1

ti

(26)823

The integrals in the denominator of Eq. (25) as well as for824

Eq. (18) are given as:825

∫ ti+1

ti
p(x ′|x = ±1) dx ′ =

[
1

2
erfc

⎛
⎝ x ′ ± 1√

2σ 2
R AN

⎞
⎠]ti+1

ti

(27)826

B. Amplitude Forwarding and Rayleigh RAN Channel 827

For the single-tap Rayleigh fading channel without ISI we 828

have 829

x ′ = hx + n (28) 830

= (h R + jh I )(xR + j xI ) + nR + nI (29) 831

= h R xR − hI xI + nR + j (hI xR + h R xI + nI ) (30) 832

with subscripts R and I denoting the real and imaginary parts. 833

Since h R , hI , nR , and nI are all Gaussian distributed with zero 834

mean, the resulting distribution in I-phase can easily be shown 835

to be 836

p(x ′|x) = 1√
2πσ 2

ray

exp

(
− x ′2

2σ 2
ray

)
(31) 837

with 838

σ 2
ray = |xR |2σ 2

h + |xI |2σ 2
h + σ 2

R AN . (32) 839

From this, we have the integral required for Eq. (18) for the 840

Rayleigh case: 841

∫ ti+1

ti
p(x ′|x) dx ′ = 1

2

[
erfc

(
x ′

2σray

)]ti

ti+1

(33) 842

C. Soft-Bit Forwarding 843

For the soft-bit case, the integral for Eq. (20) is given 844

as [39]: 845

ti+1∫
ti

p(λ′|x = ±1) dλ =
ti+1∫
ti

1

(1 − λ2)
√

2πσ 2
λ

846

×
[

exp

(
− (2 artanh(λ) ∓ σ 2

λ )2

2σ 2
λ

)]
dλ (34) 847

= −1

2

[
erfc

⎛
⎝2 artanh(λ) − σ 2

λ√
2σ 2

λ

⎞
⎠

]ti+1

ti

, (35) 848

with σ 2
λ = 4/σ 2

R AN . 849
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